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The information within the Outcome Guide was developed with the intention of  “spreading the 
burden” of educating beginner researcher (students) across a longer duration than just the time frame 
that the Outcome is being produced, including the draft process. Thus, the advice has been developed 
by a number of teachers on the PAC RP Teaching Team that have contributed to this content. 

It has been compiled with the intention of supporting the production of Assessment Type 2 :Research 
Outcome in the most general sense; this being for Outcomes from the widest range of academic 
disciplines, and non-academic content and for written and non-written modes. 

The terminology of “framing” (Mixed, Clear and Confirming, Merely Supportive and Inconclusive) and 
the graphics that accompany those are teaching support tools.  None of these are mentioned in the 
Subject Outline nor endorsed in any way beyond that as suggested; pedagogical tools to help beginner 
researchers.  

The term framing is used as the framing of the choice of “categories of findings”, findings being 
interpreted as the knowledge formed by the candidate.  

The term “proof” is designed to support substantiation and elaboration of meaning. This word is not 
mentioned anywhere in the Subject Outline. Rather it is offered here as a genre or mode of 
communication, with the intention of guiding candidates away from presenting findings in a 
chronological way ( ie the order that the knowledge was “found”, or a too lengthy description of 
process.  

Exception here is with a test/experiment Research Process where detailed description of method is 
essential substantiation of the validity of findings – being the validity arising from the repeatability of 
said test/experiment.  

It is not intended that the introduction is to take the form of an abstract; again, the word “abstract” (as 
a convnentional feature of academic writing) is not required nor is it mentioned anywhere in the Subject 
Outline. Rather the aim of the guidance pertaining to the introduction is to guide students toward 
awareness of audience, indeed in some cases allowing students to both choose and then state for whom 
the Outcome is intended.  

“Quotes as findings” section was not presented at the conference yet is shared here – as parameters for 
students to observe when presenting qualitative data as findings. The terms Major Quotes, Minor 
Quotes and Your Words Quotes again are framing tools guiding better research sharing. Again this is a 
teaching/pedagogical tool and these terms are not mentioned anywhere in the Subject Outline. The 
benefits can range from minimising student attempts to pad content to reach word limits through to the 
elevation of higher order communication of judgment or significance of the quoted material.  

Chris McGuire on behalf of contributors Feb 2019 



Outcome Guide 
INTRODUCTION 

Great data does not always make for great sharing. A successful Folio is exactly that; simply, great data.  

The next challenge is to successfully communicate your research findings. These findings need to have 
an audience. Your Outcome needs to prove what you have learnt through research.  

How to best present what your data has led you to discover (findings) you have collected should have 
been part of discussion throughout your folio. The decision of written, multi-modal, screencast, 
voiceover powerpoint is often defined by the type of data you’ve already collected.  

As mentioned, the challenge is to present a proof.  

Your job is to prove that research has taught you something.  

This guide will help you make decisions to best prove what you’ve learnt.  

DECISION MAKING  
 

Several sections follow; each section outlines decisions that need to be made and suggestions how to 
face those decisions. 

• The biggest decision of all 
• Design Decisions – the shape of your Outcome 
• Detail and citation decisions –  editing what gets in and what goes out.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



THE BIGGEST DECISION OF ALL 
 

This big decision is often overlooked. Make this decision well and low achievement is more likely to be 
avoided.  

Who is the audience for your findings? 

 

Most assessment tasks done at school are for a teacher/marker.  This is a habit that is formed right 
through schooling. Unless you are aware of it, it is a habit that is hard to break.  

 

With an Outcome that communicates findings from Research, a new decision is faced; who are the 
findings being communicated to? Yes, the marker will read it and make assessment decisions but it is 
you, the researcher, who can decide who the audience is intended to be. 

 

The more that you can think about your audience as you share your findings the more successful your 
Outcome can be.  

Show care for your audience as you reveal your findings to them. 

This will help prove your learning.  

 

 

 



YOUR OBJECTIVE  
 

THE SHAPE OF YOUR OUTCOME 
Your research was in response to a “Question”. 

Do not think you have to answer that question with a yes or a no, or with perfect statement that is free 
of doubt. A better word for the aim of your Outcome is to “address” the question. 

Within your Folio is the data that addresses your question. You now need to choose the best way to 
bring this data together (synthesise) to prove your learning (findings).  

The best starting point is to choose “the big picture”. 

Four possible “big pictures” follow; each describing a different “big picture” for findings.   

Findings are mixed,  

Findings are clear and confirming, 

 Findings are supportive, or  

Findings are inconclusive. 

In making your choice you need to know that neither one is any better or worse than any other. The 
correct “big picture” for you, depends on what you’ve found 

The choice of one of these will mean the Outcome will take a certain shape. The wrong shape can gives 
the wrong message as to what you found.  This weakens your proof. You aim is to prove that you 
understand what you found through research.   

Choose the correct shape for your Outcome before you start. 

Share your objective 

A big decision was made right at the beginning.  

Every Researcher had an objective. 

This is not the same as the Research Question. The Research Question was just one of many 
possible ways that the objective could have been followed. 

The objective says much about who you are and what you wanted to achieve, through research. 

Once again, your audience will benefit, greatly from knowing the objective, not just the Question. 

 



SHAPE: 1. FINDINGS ARE MIXED 
There are always two sides to the story and it’s often much the same with research findings.  

Findings are mixed when one set of findings is inconsistent with another group of findings. What might 
such an Outcome look like. …? 

 

 

 

 

 

   

So all the “On one hand”,… findings are red, and the “On the Other hand” are black… 

The above shape is not very caring for your audience; the researcher has missed a chance to best prove 
their learning. A better proof might have this shape (below) 

 

                                                      

            

 

 

 

• Present findings in pairs. 
•  “On the one hand, immediately followed by the opposite “on the other hand” 
•  each with only one opposing finding per paragraph.  

Your audience will be more convinced; and this is a good example of “synthesis”; which is a Research 
Project marking criterion.  

                                    The same information is arranged in a better shape. 

Use sentence-starters like, “In contrast”, “Alternatively,” “Notwithstanding,”. Good foregrounding is a 
feature of good writing. “However” is often overused, and these other words, above, communicate 
more to the audience. 

Sort your data into sub-headings before you start sharing; these headings may or may not be in the final 
Proof. 

 

My Outcome pages 
1,2,3 

 My Outcome pages 
4,5,6 

  

My Outcome Page 1   Page 2 etc… 

   
              
              
              
              
              
              
              



PRESENTING A PROOF ≠ TELLING A STORY  
 

Research sharing is different to story-telling. Story-telling builds to an exciting ending when all is 
revealed. Your audience will not enjoy such a style; they will be wondering what is being shared. They 
will not have the expertise (as you do) to understand, and be uncertain for too long. 

Sharing findings is upside-down story telling. When presenting your findings always present a proof  

This  proof of what you shared at the beginning is made with the evidence that follows  

The ending of successful research sharing is brief and strong. It will be obvious to your audience that the 
evidence is now finished . 

This applies to all shapes. 

 

SHAPE: 2. FINDINGS ARE CLEAR AND CONFIRMING 

 

Below Four separate “findings” are shown as four separate pieces of evidence. The result of the proof is 
at the beginning and the evidence follows; the audience will not be uncertain of the result. 

Together these four findings are clear and confirming of the result that was stated at the beginning. 

           

                                                               
  

 

 

 

 

     Presenting a PROOF     þ                                                      Telling a STORY  

 

WARNING: Too many students try to force their findings to be “Clear and Confirming” even if their 
findings are somethings else. Be sure to consider the next two shapes as well; no single shape makes 
you a better researcher.    
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SHAPE: 3. FINDINGS ARE (MERELY) SUPPORTIVE 
 

Supportive findings do not have perfect evidence. Some contrasts were found, so doubt exists. 

Evidence varies with some in the “on the other hand” category. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the diagram research sharing (upside-down story telling) is followed.   

Again the result comes first in enough detail. Then in this case, the strongest evidence has been shared 
first and then the doubt/uncertainty is explained with the other evidence.  The ending needs to be in 
more detail and is less strong. Even though doubt and uncertainty exists a very successful sharing of 
findings can be achieved.  

Do not try to make supportive findings (SHAPE 3) into clear and confirming findings (SHAPE 2). It will not 
be believable. 
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SHAPE: 4. FINDINGS ARE INCONCLUSIVE 
 

Well-planned research often leads to unhelpful data. Inconclusive findings do not make you wrong. If 
that is what you found then that is what you must share.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Take the same approach to other Research SHAPES.  The single, major difference is that your detailed 
explanation of the result and the conclusion both say that the evidence is unhelpful. 

 

Inconclusive findings say that you been an ethical researcher. In this case you, as researcher, have not 
“cherry-picked” findings that so your Outcome appears clear/confirming or supportive.  

 

SUMMARY OF SHAPES 

 

The correct shape is about helping your audience.  

At the end of gathering data that took many weeks you, the researcher, only have 2000 words or 12 
minutes for the audience to learn as much as you have learned.  

The shape is important in achieving this.  
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YOUR INTRODUCTION  
 

The introduction to your PROOF is a challenge; with only 300 -400 words or 2 to 3 minutes available for 
you to connect with your audience prior to presenting your poof. 

You will establish a result that you then go on to prove.In each “Shape” (previous pages) it is shownas a 
red paragraph.  

These 300-400 words or 2-3 minutes do many  
things; they are… 

• an introduction, 
• a guide 
• an outline of what you have found. 

You cannot create the introduction until you have made the decisions on your SHAPE. This was 
made clear at the bottom of the last page. Go back there if you have not made your decision yet.  
It must contain all of that shown below, but realise each Outcome is different, with differing amounts of 
each. It wont be an equal share of the 300-400 words or 2-3 minutes 

TOPIC 
 

This is easy – it is your 
Research Question 

CONTEXT 
 

This is a combination:  
necessary facts about 
the field in which you 
researched  
 
and your objective 
 
 

 

WHAT YOU DID 
 

Outline the processes 
you did, the order you 
did them and also why 
these processes were 
chosen. 

 

            WHAT YOU FOUND 
 
 

Assert the shape of your 
Outcome; 
 
summarise the findings, 
 
and in doing so establishing 
what and how these will be 
proven. 



DECISION MAKING - DETAIL AND CITATION DECISIONS 
 

Two thousand words or 12 minutes is the length of your proof.  

At the end of it, the audience should have learnt what you have learnt.   

There are some mistakes to avoid and there are some useful techniques to apply.  

Three sections follow. 

• Editing- What gets in and what goes out 
• Use of quotes as findings. 
• Citation – where your findings came from 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DECISION MAKING – EDITING – WHAT IS IN, WHAT IS OUT? 
 

A clear decision about your shape will have already avoided most of the problems. 

Don’t go back on that decision now. Your job is to be believable, that is; to prove what you have learnt.  

Some research Outcomes take a too much space detailing something that took a lot of effort to learn; 
but the finding itself is not very significant.   

Your audience is interested in what you have learnt; not how long it took you to learn it.  

Take confidence from the fact that even if you took a lot of your research hours to learn something AND 
you produced good evidence; you will have been rewarded for it in your Folio.  

To waste space is a double penalty; you are not rewarded for a long, insignificant finding and you are 
not rewarded for other more significant findings that should be included.  

Definitely AVOID this trap. 

 

 



“QUOTES” AS FINDINGS.  
 

Quotes are often very useful in showing findings. Whether from interviews, reading or open-ended 

survey responses, quoting a statement often captures a significant finding that works in all SHAPES.  

 

Yet a quote without your description of the quote (called a narration) is worth very little. It only 
proves what someone else thinks not what you have learned.  Quotes are part of your space limit.  

 

Use of quotes is about balance. Get the balance right. Too many quotes with none of your narration 
might meet the show lots of data collected but prove very little. 

 

Follow this guide for your narrations. 

For every word in the quote, you must spend at least twice as many words narrating it.  

Below are some examples as to how this looks for quotes of different lengths and types. For the 
purposes of this Outcome Guide we will show how to treat 

• Major Quotes 
• Minor Quotes 
• A “your words” quote 

This help the proof of your learning. 

For written Outcomes will also help the “look” of it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MAJOR “QUOTES”  
 

A major quote needs to stand out. Like the example below; lets say it is 25 words long; first indent it and 
then make it bold.  

Introduce it, (who said it)…… 

“…..________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

_______________________” 14 

 

Explain why it is valuable evidence that addresses your question and in doing so, your learning is proven. 

 

The rule ….  you must spend at least twice as many words narrating it …. is only a guide, you may need 
to use more words. 

 

MINOR “QUOTES”  
 

Such a quote is no less important, it just contains less words. You can communicate the quote as proof 
of your learning with a sentence or just a phrase.  Everything is the same as a major quote; it just 
doesn’t need to be such a stand out. Put in the middle of your paragraph but keep it in bold. 

 

Introduce it, (who said it) “…… _____________________________________________” 15  explain  

why it is valuable evidence that addresses your question and in doing so, your learning is proven. 

 

Remember, you must spend at least twice as many words narrating it. 

 

 

25 words long You spend 50 words 
(2x25) narrating it 



YOUR WORDS “QUOTES”  
 

Changing the words of a statement made by someone else, does not make the idea yours.  

This still is a type of quote and must be cited. Too many uncited “your words” quotes can quickly take an 
Outcome from a pass to a fail. You are proving what you have learned through research and each finding 
must have a source to substantiate it.  

So why change the words (known as paraphrasing)?  

Consider the example below.  

 

 

Repeat, this still is a type of quote and must be cited. 

 You cannot leave your audience wondering where this fact came from. If it is a fact learned through 
research its source must be cited. 

Citation is an important part of the proof of your learning.  

 

 
 

The full quote, from a newspaper article is as follows. 

“After the game both coaches agreed, and the winning coach categorically stated that 
“Every umpire needs to be trained in the new rules and we saw lots of reasons why in 
today’s game, particularly after half-time.”  

36 words in total from article / Coach’s statement 23 words 

You make a decision.  

 You don’t need the exact words and in fact, the specific events of the game are not important to 
your research.  To include the full quote would be a distraction. 

You create a Your Words “Quote” that just contains the relevant finding for your Outcome.  

 

Leading coaches are speaking out that it is important to better train umpires about the changes.16  

   



DECISIONS ABOUT CITATION – WHERE YOUR FINDINGS CAME FROM  
 

This is not an exaggeration – as an author you will need to consider every fact that you include.   

Consider facts as coming from three sources….. 

I) General Knowledge (everyone knows it) 
II) Prior knowledge (you knew it before you started (through learning and/or experience)) 
III) Knowledge from Research 

 

General Knowledge (I) can simply be stated as fact.  

 

 Prior knowledge (II) needs to be justified in your sharing. Statements referring to yourself as “the 
researcher” are useful; ie. “the Researcher experienced varying standards of coaching in his 6 year 
cricket career; both at a school and club level”. It cannot be expected that everyone would know that; 
such a fact is beyond general knowledge. 

 

Yet, to be successful in Research Sharing there needs to be lots of III) and the source of these must be 
cited. The remainder of this booklet will make some suggestions for successful citation.  

CITATION – WHERE TO PUT IT  
 

Courtesy to the audeince is important again here.   

WRITTEN OUTCOMES 

Footnotes work best. In a written piece footnotes appear on the bottom of the page. Endnotes appear 
at the end of the 2000 words.  

By using a footnote the citation is available for the reader as they are reading the fact. They don’t have 
to flick pages to find it.  

Microsoft (+ other Word Processing Software) has this all sorted out for you. Footnotes will reorganise 
as you edit your work and pages shift; the numbers will reorder  - all good work needs close editing. 
Digital footnotes save time and headaches in what is already a difficult process.   

MULTIMEDIA OUTCOMES 

The logic is the same – have the citation appear on the image/screen. The rule is have the citation 
appear when the audience needs it. 



CITATION – WHAT TO PUT IN IT 
 

Order of importance is the simple rule here. The author of the work is number one.  The fact is their 
intellecutal property and your citation states that by placing them first.  

 

Recognise that primary data is your intellecutal property – it was generated by you, so you are the 
author – refer to yourself by your SACE number.  This would include Interviews, Surveys, Observation 
Surveys, Experiments and Trial and Error building Processes. 

 

Many websites do not provide authors; a simple statement  “no author given” will show you have 
considered the need for an author but couldn’t find one.  

 

Don’t miss the opportunity to promote yourself – you may use quantitative data from a source that 
needs to be cited but it was you who arranged it in a table yourself. The table needs a title, the data 
needs a citation and the table might have a its own footnote that says you constructed the table.  

All of this is shown in the example below.. 

 

 

SELECTED CPI FIGURES1 

CATEGORY Price Change 12 months to Dec 14 
+ % = Price rise 

- % Price Fall 
Food and non-

alcoholic 
beverages 

2.0 
Alcohol and 

tobacco 7.4 
Clothing and 

Footwear -1.5% 
 

Table constructed by Author, SACE Number 840029E 

 

                                                             
1 no author given. 2015. CPI December Key Figures. [ONLINE] Available 
at:http://www.abs.gov.au/AUSSTATS/abs@.nsf/mf/6401.0?opendocument#from-banner=LN. 
[Accessed 23 March 15]. 



CITATION – WHAT TO PUT IN IT   (CONTINUED)  
 

The order of all the other details is best managed by something like that below. 

 

 

 

 

Remember consider every fact.. your reader will be doing so – and they will be reading it for the first 
time. The fresh eyes of a marker mean uncited facts will quickly stand out. 

Too many uncited facts is one way to see your success with “Substantiation”  decline very rapidly. 

 

Good luck! 


